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Fences
Just about every cottage, as well as many larger houses,
built before the 1920s were fronted by a decorative
palisade or timber fence. As well as securing the
garden, these framed and set off the features of the
building to best effect.
The fence is an important element in the suburban
streetscape and contributes to the overall appearance of
a house and its settings. A modern inappropriate fence
spoils the appearance of an old building. A front fence is
an important design feature of many heritage houses and
conservation areas. Fashions and tastes in fence design
changed over time and it is important to consider the
style and era of a house when considering fence designs.

RESTORATION
When restoring a picket fence, find a surviving design in
front of a house of similar style in the same area and copy
it exactly. Alternatively, a photograph or remnants of the
original fence may provide sufficient information. The
memories of elderly neighbours, while not infallible, may
be helpful. Likewise family photo albums can show not
only the shape of the fence but also indicate shades of
colour on the pickets and posts. Your local library should
have a collection of books on restoring old houses.

TIPS
•

Posts should be set in the ground a minimum of
600mm deep and care should be taken when
determining the position of the rails in relation to the
posts. The distances between the front of the posts
and the front of the rails should be at least equal to
the thickness of the pickets and is often 25-30mm.

•

The position of the top rail in relation to the top of
the posts is important; dimensions and positions
of all timber elements are crucial in the design of a
traditional fence.

•

When attaching pickets, pre-drill the nail holes to
about 80% of the nail diameter to reduce the risk of
splitting and increase the holding power of the nails,
and always use galvanised nails.

•

Tops of posts were finished with turned or cut
decorative patterns; ball and acorn shapes were
common and were sometimes fixed to posts. It is
important that post tops are finished with sloping
surfaces to allow water to drain off, otherwise
moisture will build up in the exposed timber grain
causing the posts to rot prematurely.

•

Gates should be framed and braced in 75mm x
50mm timber, properly morticed and tenoned. Gates
normally match the fence in design and degree of
elaboration.

•

Prolong the life of your fence by taking care with the
installation of the posts, set them on a gravel base to
allow water to drain away.

•

When painting timber that is to be exposed to the
weather use primer and undercoat before applying
the chosen top coat of paint. Prime all joints, the
back faces of pickets and the fronts of rails before
assembly.

•

Fences should be an appropriate size to the house
and street, usually between 1m – 1.2m in height
from ground level or above the top of retaining
walls. Fences of 1.2m will require Council approval,
whilst masonry fences must comply with Australian
Standards 3700 and 3600.

PICKET FENCES
Picket fences reflect a diversity of designs from concave
loops between posts, pickets are set one up and one down
or two up and two down, had rounded tops, angular tops,
chamfered edges, or were placed beneath a rounded cap.
Some were decorated with a pattern cut out with a fretsaw
and the tops of posts grooved and worked into a variety
of decorative shapes. Almost every fence has its own
individuality.
Edwardian picket fences are still numerous in Orange
today, with Victorian and Colonial era survivals rare,
however what remains may be found around old houses,
churches and public buildings. Picket fences are
traditionally 1000mm or more high and confined to the
front boundary of the house. Paling or other less elaborate
fences were usually used for side and back boundaries.

IRON AND WOVEN WIRE
Rolled or scrolled ironwork fences were also popular; the
posts were made of timber such as hardwood and had
decorative capping pieces on the posts. Wire mesh was
crimpled or woven, with the height being around 1020mm.
Gates were often of tubular metal frames with curlicue
panels and cresting in metal ribbon.

GATES
Gates matched the fences in which they were located,
usually in material, design and colour, while timber
pedestrian gates often used curved woodwork or motifs
taken from the verandah balustrade and timbers bore the
name of the house.

VICTORIAN
Victorian fences were generally of three styles. These
included timber pickets, iron spears set on a bluestone
or rendered brick plinth or capped corrugated iron with
timber posts. Picket fences are typified by gothic and
acorn topped pickets, often made by turning a 70mm by
22mm paling on a lathe. The pickets are usually 22mm
thick and are fixed about 65mm apart. In most cases
these were fixed in graceful scallops to triangular section
rails. The post tops are cut in a decorative shape such as a
polygon, or turned to match the picket.
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Most Victorian fences adopted a graceful downward
curve between posts, the posts being square with incised
decoration. Light colours were rarely used on houses,
using shades that matched the strength and weight of
the material. Deep Indian red, deep bronze green and
other dark shades were considered appropriate. Fences
followed similar rules, the posts were commonly painted
in a dark strong colour and pickets lighter shades of buff,
cream or stone. Fence colours related to the colours of
the house.

EDWARDIAN
Edwardian fences usually had square, chamfered pickets
about 95mm x 19mm, fixed two up and two down
to square rails providing an irregular, asymmetrical
appearance that contrasted with the order of Victorian
picket fences. Sometimes the tops of pickets were capped
with a horizontal rail or drilled with a 20mm hole, whilst
the posts were decorated with wide grooves. The pickets
did not run in front of the posts and timber lynch gates
were often found with Edwardian front fences.
Edwardian fences were painted in two tones, one for the
posts and one for the rails and pickets. Sometimes caps
and mouldings on the posts were painted in the picket
colour. Colours on Edwardian fences were often reversed
so that the posts were in light colours such as cream and
buff and the pickets were dark colours such as Brunswick
green, Indian red and venetian red.

BUNGALOW FENCES
In place of high, ornamental timber pickets came a more
discreet barrier to the outside world. Low, and even
transparent, the front fence no longer had to keep out
wandering animals.
The bungalow fence was of wire fabric or netting,
stretched between timber frames, or a new simpler design
of the timber pickets from earlier times. Brick bungalows
often had a capped panel and pier fence in matching
materials to the house walls. A pergola-portal often
completed the look at the front gate.

Information for the production of this fact sheet has been
obtained from The Federation House; a restoration guide
by Ian Evans and How to restore the Old Aussie House by
Ian Stapleton.
This information is provided as guidance only, further
clarification should be sought from authorised heritage
specialists. Orange City Council accepts no responsible
for any change, injury or incident that may result.

